In his excellent review of The Ethics of Health Care Rationing: Principles and Practices (May 2000 JRSM, pp. 272±273), Adrian Marston notes that`If more care was given to the young and less to the old, then everybody would in the end get the same, but at different stages in their lives'. When I read this statement, I thought of the great value of advance directives or living wills. At present, about 500 000 individuals (the majority being retired) in the UK have signed such documents which specify the kinds of future medical treatment we would wish to receive or decline if in no condition to make our views known at the time. The greater use of living wills would also have economic bene®ts for the NHS. When the Department of Family Medicine at Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, reviewed the records of 474 Medicare patients who had died in hospital (in 1990, 1991 and 1992) it was discovered that the mean inpatient charge for the 342 patients without documentation of a discussion of advance directives was more than three times that of the 132 patients with such documentation ($95 305 versus $30 478). If a mentally competent terminally ill patient wishes to complete a living will (to possibly hasten inevitable death with the aid of a medical team), why not encourage this? The individual gets what he or she wants, and the NHS saves money that would otherwise be spent on expensive and, most important, unwanted end-of-life care. A voice for the National Health Service I am surprised Duncan Smith believes that the British Public is`still in love with the NHS'. Is it not true that complaints and litigation against both the medical profession and the NHS have risen alarmingly over many yearsÐand continue to rise? Of course there were`many lobbies and centres of in¯uence' in the ServiceÐthis was not by chance, rather by design by Aneurin Bevan, speci®cally to divide the profession. He was indeed successful in this. The idea of an NHS Staff College is intriguing. After war service I spent a brief period as a junior staff of®cer, and from this experience I learned four things pertinent to the NHS. Good organization is always simple. Simple organization is easy to administer. The job of the staff of®cer (administrator) is to make life easier for those under his aegis. An of®cer with practical experience of what is required of the troops is at an enormous advantage.
The organization of the NHS always has been hideously complex and gets more so at every change. Thus its managers have an increasingly dif®cult task, even the few who have practical experience of the professional tasks involved. The disenchantment of many doctors with a complex system managed largely by non professionals is exacerbated by enforced waste of clinical time and disgracefully long waits for many therapies. Does this really equate with a public in love with the NHS? Of course, most patients have known nothing else.
